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Anti-imperialist revolutionaries in Moldova are excited as we are
celebrating the Day of the Sun, the birthday of the
great leader Comrade Kim Il Sung. The 110th birth anniversary of
Comrade Kim Il Sung rouses us to the struggle. A signal of great
change, made on April 15, 1912 in Mangyongdae which is distant yet
near to us, was heard also in Moldova. Of course, the signal did not
reach us at one go. Moldova had to undergo severe trials making
serious mistakes and causing troubles before the signal reached us. At
last, the signal reached our land, Moldova and armed us with the Juche
idea, the most urgent and profound ideology in the present times.
I would like to prove vitality of the Juche idea by citing Moldova,
my distress-torn country, as an example.
Enemy of freedom and progress are now employing the strategy
and tactics that are very dangerous to us. They are now uttering every
word to prove that the most just and invincible Juche idea is suitable
only for the DPRK and, accordingly, the people in other countries do
not want the Juche idea because its vitality is not available in those
countries. In other words, the world imperialists know well that it
would become a threat to them in case all people in the world who love
freedom accept the universal Juche idea founded by the great leader
Comrade Kim Il Sung. However, do you think that the Moldovan
people will surrender unconditionally to these gentlemen, the masters

of the “new world order”? Do we have the strength capable of checking
their aggression?
Proud history of our Moldova will help us. The history began
from the ancient times. It is necessary to underline that, though it is the
most urgent ideology in the present times, the Juche idea provides us
with wonderful means capable of analyzing the past events and enables
the anti-imperialist revolutionaries in modern times to correctly analyze
at present the events which were happened centuries ago and make
correct conclusions capable of applying in their struggle.
In 2009, I donated the International Friendship Exhibition House a
beautiful Moldovan carpet depicting Stefan III (“the great emperor”), a
well-known Moldovan ruler, as a gift to Comrade Kim Il Sung.
He was one of the greatest rulers in history of Moldova. However,
his rule failed to be successful both for prosperity of the country and
happiness of the Moldovan working people. Let me analyze the politics
of Stefan III on the basis of major principles and ideas of Juche.
1. Did Stefan III believe in his people as in heaven?
Far from it! Stefan was a big feudal lord and despised the working
people in Moldova. He invited elite aristocracies to hold lots of
banquets and merrymakings. He disliked the broad masses of the
Moldovan people to seize power. Centuries passed and now we
perceive what his mistakes were. We know that he did not believe in
creative strength of his people.
2. Did Stefan III (the great emperor) enforce the politics of relying
on strength of his people?
No. His was a politics of gambling with the different forces who
exercised power and influence on Moldova. He used to fawn upon the

Polish and Hungarian kings, the Turkish sultan, the Crimean Khan and
the Russian czar. His politics relied not on one’s own strength but on
strength of foreign forces. His politics did not believe in the strength of
the Moldovan people and their devotion displayed in the struggle for
national independence.
3. Did Stefan III (“the great emperor”) place “unity” before
others?
He did not. Politics that does not believe in creative strength of
one’s people can never unite the people in one mind and will. The
period, when Stefan III saved Moldova from a destructive civil war,
was not so long. When he died, Moldova was again drawn into a
maelstrom of decay, ruin and chaos. This was, indeed, a judgment
delivered upon the politics of Stefan III (“the great emperor.”)
I intentionally put the word “the great emperor” in double quotes.
It is because the ruler who does not follow the 3 great ideals of the
Juche idea is not qualified to be called a true great emperor.
Every ruler in Moldova must keep deep in mind and hold higher
the 3 great ideals of the Juche idea, that is, The people are God,
single-hearted unity and self-reliance.
We, the Moldovan anti-imperialist revolutionary fighters of the
Moldovan Songun Youth Union for the Study of the Juche Idea, are
sure that the ways of analyzing based on the Juche idea enable us to
win the trust of the working people in Moldova. Only when we win
their trust, we can lead the politics in Moldova along the glorious road
indicated by the Juche idea, the road illuminated by
Comrades Kim Il Sung, Kim Jong Il and Kim Jong Un, the great
leaders of the world liberation movement.
Long live vitality of the great Juche idea!

Long live unity between the Korean people and the fraternal
Moldovan people!

